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We demonstrate appreciation 
of our diverse community and 
commit to being inclusive and 
caring. We strive for quality and 
integrity in content. 

RTRFM Identity + Values

RTRFM is an independent, non-profit community radio station providing 
an alternative voice for Perth through innovative, diverse music and talks 
programming. 

RTRFM is a platform for local news and issues, focusing on the arts, culture, 
social justice, politics and the environment. It is a unique voice for the people 
of Perth and beyond, reaching out to 309,000 highly-engaged, community 
oriented listeners per month. (McNair Ingenuity Research 2019). 

We champion local music and support musical diversity through our 
programs. We broadcast 24 hours a day, 7 days a week across 48 programs, 
and run over 20 events annually. RTRFM makes radio and multi-media content 
by, for and with our community, benefiting from the efforts of hundreds of 
volunteers including a large and diverse group of creative broadcasters.

RTRFM is supported and funded by a community of generous listeners and 
sponsors who understand the importance of our work and contribute the 
resources necessary for us to operate.

We work across multiple platforms to strengthen local music, art, culture 
and storytelling, connecting local audiences with the vibrant culture of 
our city and contributing to a sense of belonging. We’re active in our local 
community and part of global movements for social justice and environmental 
sustainability.  

We make sure that diverse, alternative voices are heard.

Joining our family of sponsors and transmitting your promotional messages 
through RTRFM gives you beneficial alignment with a trusted community 
brand which has a persuasive voice to its audience of 309,000 monthly 
listeners.

As a sponsor of RTRFM, your brand will be aligned with our values: 

We are free thinking, 
alternative, challenging, 
adventurous and diverse. 

We recognise and support arts, 
culture, creativity, constructive 
action and thinking, particularly the 
locally made and locally relevant. 

We are generously 
connected with each other 
and within our networks and 
we are aware of our local and 
global context. 
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RTRFM Audience Reach + 
Demographics
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As a community radio station we’re focused on exploring different music, 
amplifying diverse alternative voices, and strengthening local culture.  The 
diversity of our station’s programming means that our listeners are spread 
across all age ranges. 28% of our listenership is aged between 18-33, 38% 
between 34-44, 21% between 45-54 and 11% over 50 (McNair Ingenuity 
Research 2017).

Listeners
32% of people aged 15 and over listen to community radio in Perth, and 1 in 3 
listen to over 20 hours a week (McNair Ingenuity Research 2017).

RTRFM reaches an estimated 309,000 people over the age of 15 years every 
month. This is approximately 24% of the Perth population. (McNair Ingenuity 
Research 2019).

Our audience listens regularly throughout the day with 42,000 listeners 
tuning in for Breakfast, 35,000 during each daytime show and 19,000 during 
each evening and overnight show every week. (McNair Ingenuity Research 
2017). 

The work profile of our audience is wide, with 70% of listeners in work as 
professionals, skilled or manual workers and 30% being students, retired, at 
home or unemployed. (McNair Ingenuity Research 2017).  

32% of people aged 15+ listen to 
Community Radio in Perth

Of this 32%...

1 in 3
listen to 20+ hours/week

Age Distribution
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Website     
Our audience can restream shows and listen to stories and podcasts from 
anywhere in the world, at any time.  In 2019, 184,000 website users viewed 
over 1 million pages with an average session of 27 minutes. 

We have 270,000 live streams per year, 160,000 show re-streams (which 
include sponsorship announcements) and 37,000 story restreams per year. 

Our weekly e-newsletter showcases the best of what’s on RTRFM and 
around Perth. It’s a valued information source for over 9,000 email signups.

Social Media
RTRFM is prominent on all social media platforms, helping us spread 
our message far beyond the FM airwaves. We have over 18,000 likes and 
20,000 followers on Facebook, over 11,000 Instagram followers and over 
9,800 Twitter followers (November 2019). 

QUALITY & DIVERSITY OF MUSIC

ALTERNATIVE TO COMMERCIAL RADIO

COMMUNITY FOCUS

UNIQUE TALKS CONTENT

Our listeners can listen to the broadcast live or by restreaming via FM and 
digital radio, online, via our app, through smart speakers, and via iHeart Radio 
and TuneIn. 

“RTRFM delivers 
mind-engaging media 

which fosters a sense of 
community.” 

(Murdoch University/
WACOSS Social Impact 

Study, 2018)

85,000 
PAGE VIEWS
 PER MONTH
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As a community radio station, we run and sound very different to a 
standard commercial station. Our listeners are discerning, independent 
thinkers who make conscious consumption decisions, value the local, and 
resist mainstream commercial messages. 

They’re committed, enthusiastic long-term listeners who depend upon 
the station for discerning music selection, qualified arts knowledge, 
authoritative information about local culture, and independent perspectives 
on current issues. This relationship creates a level of loyalty, engagement 
and trust which is unique, and authenticates on-air messages from our 
chosen sponsors. We’re selective about the brands we work with to ensure a 
meaningful connection between our audience and our sponsors.

As a community radio station, we’re limited to just five minutes of 
sponsorship announcements per hour which means listeners are more likely 
to be engaged throughout your message, making RTRFM announcements a 
highly effective way to communicate to your ideal audience. 

In commercial radio, advertisements run back-to-back and on frequent 
rotation, causing listeners to switch stations and disengage. Our limited 
number of on-air announcements per hour ensures the messages feel 
less intrusive and gives your brand a much greater share of attention. Our 
announcements are read by trusted RTRFM voices, and backed by suitable, 
often local, music tracks which assist with trust, consistency and listener 
engagement. 

RTRFM Listeners + 
Your Business

Campaigns start 
from

less than $500

Joining our family of sponsors aligns your business with a trusted 
community brand with a persuasive voice to its audience of 309,000 
monthly listeners.

Community Radio
Less than 5 minutes of 

sponsorship announcements 
per hour

=
engaged listeners and 

meaningful connection

Commercial Radio
Back to back announcements on 

frequent rotation
=

disengaged listeners
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RTRFM hosts over 20 events annually which bring our listeners and the 
broader local community together in celebration of local music and arts.  
These events also serve as important fundraisers for the station, and 
translate on-air musical connections into real life.   Events are eclectic, 
covering all music genres and audiences from family friendly outdoor 
celebrations to multi-stage festivals, in a convivial social atmosphere. You 
can diversify your campaign and strengthen your brand awareness by 
partnering with us as an event sponsor. 

We offer the opportunity to sponsor RTRFM events which match up with 
your business’ objectives. You will receive recognition across all RTRFM 
event promotions and through external media promotion of the event, 
amplifying impact and demonstrating your support for positive local cultural 
activity.   Marketing opportunities are increased for you through this cross-
promotion.

We often work with prestigious producing partners to diversify event 
audiences and increase creative outcomes.  In recent years, RTRFM has 
partnered on events with the likes of Curtin University, Perth International 
Arts Festival, Perth Symphony Orchestra, Perth Theatre Trust, the Art 
Gallery of Western Australia and the Western Australian Museum. Some 
examples of our key events are below. 
 

In The Pines
In The Pines is RTRFM’s flagship event, running on a Sunday in April since 
1991. Held in the stunning outdoor setting of Somerville Auditorium at UWA 
from 11:30am until 10pm, this is a highlight of the local music calendar. The 
event is known for its diverse, high quality program and is highly anticipated 
each year by RTRFM’s loyal and engaged audience and lovers of live local 
music. 

In The Pines features over 20 live local acts and functions to champion 
the incredible talent of Perth’s local music scene.  The entire program is 
broadcast live on-air, making it accessible for all.  Past line-ups have featured 
bands such as Tame Impala, Eskimo Joe, Abbe May, and Methyl Ethel all of 
whom have gone on to have extremely successful careers.  Inclusion in the 
program is a significant milestone in the careers of up and coming Western 
Australian artists. 

This is a family friendly event, with children and under 18's being admitted. 
There are bars, food trucks, and a coffee truck making it a complete 
experience where people bring picnic blankets and hunker down for an 
incredible day and evening of tunes and connecting with their local music 
community. It really is a lovely day out.

RTRFM Event Sponsorship 
+ Other Opportunities
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Harbour Sundays

Over five weeks in January and February, RTRFM 
over takes the balcony at the Fremantle Maritime 
Museum for one of the harbour city’s favourite 
sundowner events. 

With a diverse range of acts performing over five 
weeks, this event has something for everyone and 
showcases RTRFM’s capacity to make creative 
partnership which bring underutilised spaces to 
life. 

Neon Picnic

Neon Picnic is a family-friendly, free event held in 
Hyde Park annually with around 2,000 attendees. 
It commemorates a series of RTRFM festivals held 
in the late 80s and early 90s. Neon Picnic features 
the best in local music from bands on the radio 
now to old favourites, with an emphasis on global 
grooves with wide appeal for all ages.  

The sounds are broadcast live, going into the 
homes of our over 103,000 loyal listeners. 
Complete with food trucks, a licensed bar, and 
arts activities for kids it’s a beautiful day out and 
an important feature on our local neighbourhood 
event calendar.  

Fremantle Winter Music Festival

For the last decade, RTRFM has celebrated 
Fremantle’s rich musical history with a multi-
venue, multi-genre extravaganza bringing 
together artists and DJs from the worlds of 
electronica, country music, funk, soul, folk, 
reggae, rock and beyond. 

With such a diverse array of talent, FWMF taps 
into Fremantle’s bohemian spirit and the variety 
of cultural scenes which call it home, attracting a 
large roving audience of local music lovers. 
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Creative Partnerships

We regularly collaborate with local businesses and organisations to produce creative projects.  Our ideas 
bank regularly overflows, so do let us know if you'd like to talk about a mutually beneficial project to 
spark interest in your brand or products.  There are also further special project sponsorship opportunities 
to align with unique cultural moments in our city, such as The View From Here video series and the 
Postcards from the West archival footage live-scoring project. 

Other Services
We offer a variety of flexible services such as:

Panel Moderators, Event MCs
Drawing from a presenter/producer membership of more than 350 creative and critical thinkers, artists, 
and journalists who are skilful communicators and experienced content creators, RTRFM can convene 
community discussion panels; provide moderators and contributors to conference panels on a wide 
variety of topics; and recommend professional MCs for events.  

Audio Recording
We can record and edit high quality audio packages to enable you to capture and redistribute live 
speaker content from your events through your digital platforms.  This can include remixing and 
presenting content in fresh and engaging podcast format to expand your audiences and extend the life 
of your programs and projects.

Media Training
We run radio training courses for individuals, students and corporate groups. A package can be made 
to suit your business’ needs and is a great way to learn about the station while strengthening your team 
dynamics.

Join us as a sponsor! 

Call 08 92609200 or email 

sponsorship@rtrfm.com.au
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Programs
Our program schedule is eclectic and extensive, including 48 different programs. Summaries are included here. 

You can find our program schedule and a music match-making tool which can help you identify the shows which match your tastes 
here: https://rtrfm.com.au/shows

Weekday Programs 
Weekday programming runs from 6am until 
7pm Monday to Friday and consists of five 
professionally produced programs as well as local 
news produced by RTRFM volunteers. They are 
as follows:

Breakfast with Taylah 
Breakfast with Taylah brings you the best of 
what’s happening in music, comedy, theatre, 
film and life in Perth. She hosts guests from 
here and abroad as well as a variety of tunes 

from across the station.

The Mag
Tackling news and current affairs in an 

informative and informed manner. The Mag 
takes a look at recent events and pressing 

issues – locally, nationally and internationally 
from a Perth perspective. 

Out to Lunch
Your new release feast, showcasing 

all the latest sounds across a range of 
genres, from indie pop to out there 

experimentalism. 

Full Frequency
The latest in all styles of electronic 
music from across the spectrum, 

mixing it up with local and international 
guests.

Drivetime
A diverse mix of new tunes and classics 
– experience a different drive home with 

a fine selection of tunes to bring your 
working day to a close. 
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Specialist Programs 

Specialist programs are hosted by highly knowledgeable, passionate music experts, many of whom are active in the local scene as musicians, DJs and artists. 
They run overnight and all weekend, targeting niche audiences from all walks of life. They are as follows:

ALL CITY The best of old skool Hip Hop, new innovators in the rhymes and beats scene and a spotlight on up-and-coming rappers, 
DJs and producers who are pushing the style forwards.

ALL THINGS QUEER Perth’s dedicated queer talks-based radio program, exploring the issues affecting the queer community. Tackling local, 
national and global perspectives on the LGBTIQ+ experience.

AMBIENT ZONE Your Sunday night chill out session featuring exploratory electronica of all ilks including minimal House and Techno, long 
drone pieces, and atmospheric textures.

ARTBEAT A weekly look at all things art, from visual to performance and the strange places in between.

BASS CHECK Specialising in low-end electronic music, from Trip-Hop to Dubstep and the outer reaches of sound. 

BEHIND THE MIRROR Dark ambient, doom and experimental metal – music from the edges of sanity. Providing a musical exploration of darkness 
that touches on both organic and electronic sounds. 

BLACK & BLUE Kick off your weekend with a freestyle selection of soulful beats, rhythms and grooves. From vintage funk and tropical 
grooves to fresh organic beats – all with a touch of soul.

BURN THE AIRWAVES Your fix of short, fast, loud punk and hardcore sounds, both new and from the vault. Taking in classic sounds from 
throughout the past couple of decades.

CLOUD WAVES Progressive, boundary-pushing, experimental raps, blissed-out, heartbreaking futuristic RnB beats and intriguing nightclub 
constructions. 

CRITICAL MASS Death, Black, Power, Thrash, Grind, Speed, Extreme and more – showcasing Metal in all its various forms from throughout 
the genre’s history in one brutal blow.

DIFFICULT LISTENING Compositions from composers and artists working in a range of styles that push the very barriers of sound creation and 
composition, including avant-garde, contemporary classical, noise, new music and improv.
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DRASTIC ON PLASTIC Celebrating the diversity and brilliance of women in music across all styles and genres in as many different musical contexts 
as possible. 

EL RITMO Broadcasting exotic, retro, hi-fi, psychedelic and international soundtracks from across the universe. 

GET UP MORNING Lock it in and set the alarm; ‘Get Up Morning’ is RTRFM’s Saturday Breakfast show. The best way to start your day on a 
Saturday, serving up the best talk and tunes. 

GIANT STEPS A showcase of jazz in the 21st century, filled with all of its roots, branches and new directions.

GLOBAL RHYTHM POT A sonic journey around the world, offering stopovers in funk, beats and folk traditions. Delivering an eclectic mix of tunes for 
all tastes.

GOLDEN APPLES 
OF THE SUN

Your Sunday afternoon musical mind-excursion. A carefully curated musical detour through unusual avenues of freak-folk, 
indietronica and other sonic oddities. 

GOOD TIMES Forget sleep; this is Sunday Morning Staying Up. Good Times is chockablock with party starters and dance floor fillers, indie 
killers, secret weapons and super surprise nuggets.

HOMEGROWN Focusing on the Western Australian music scene, with news, interviews, live performances and stacks of tunes from a range 
of local musicians.

INDYMEDIA The latest news and current affairs from the world of left-wing politics and activism.

JAMDOWN VERSHUN From classic reggae and dub to the latest dancehall favourites, the Jamdown crew kick it old skool while keeping an eye on 
what’s going on right now.

LOONEY CHOONS Three solid hours of beats and bleeps, featuring futuristic excursions into the outer realms of beat-driven music.

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL A late night chat show that changes every week with a new host and a different topic. Special guests hang out live in studio, 
providing good chat and occasional performances between tunes. 

MOORDITJ  MAG Our weekly look at Indigenous issues, culture, art and music with Jim Morrison and Nick Abraham.
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NOSTALGIA The greatest music of the 30s, 40s and 50s with show tunes and the very best of the classic entertainers.

PLUCKED STRINGS A varied programme showcasing the finest in classical and acoustic music from the rich world of the guitar and related 
instruments.

POSTED Exploring post-rock, electro-acoustic experimentalism and other sonic offroads. 

REVOLVER A rotating roster of specialist programming, with a new show and presenter every month. Tune in for an ever-changing 
smorgasbord of broadcast delights.

RHYTHM TRIPPIN’ Saturday nights get hectic with a slick mix of drum’n’bass, breakbeat, hip hop and myriad funky trips. Accommodating new 
styles and innovations in the sound of dance music. 

ROCK, RATTLE & ROLL Vintage rock’n’roll, rockabilly and classic R’n’B. Playing classic cuts as well as a host of lesser known but just as great hidden 
gems.

ROCKIN’ THE ROOTS Laid back folk, roots and acoustic blues for a chilled-out Sunday afternoon, exploring the world of roots music in all of its 
various incarnations including folk, Americana, roots reggae, and world music. 

SATURDAY JAZZ The best of jazz from earliest recordings to present-day sounds. Encompassing everything from classic traditional jazz to the 
genre’s newest innovations.

SIAMESE DREAMS Investigating the decade where alternative ruled, with a deep reverence for the sounds that defined the ‘90s, working 
through indie rock, grunge, lo-fi, Britpop, shoegaze, post-rock, electronica, trip hop and more.

SNOOZE BUTTON An eclectic music mix for early risers and night owls. You might catch anything from indie rock to left field beats, with 
deviations through jazz, world music, folk, roots, latin, hip hop, soul and any other genre you care to mention.

SOULSIDES Funk, soul, disco and beyond – classic soulful beats from the past right up to the present day. 

SPOONFUL OF BLUES From the roots of the genre through to high-voltage electric blues and beyond. Taking in a veritable feast of different 
approaches to blues. 

SUNDAY MORNING 
COMING DOWN

Whether you’re waking up to a new day or staring down the barrel of sleep after a big Saturday night, tune in for aural 
relaxants for morning calm, flirting with jazz, world music, Americana and chilled electronica.
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TALK THE TALK Talk the Talk is RTRFM’s weekly exploration into linguistics, the science of language. We talk about the latest news, 
interviews, tough issues, and of course the dreaded Words of the Week.

THE ROUNDS An ever-rotating selection of fun moments in the dance - from disco and boogie through to house, balearic and beyond.

TRAINWRECK A smorgasbord of electronic and dance music to kickstart your Saturday night, featuring everything from underground 
house to techno, bass, ambient electronica, hip hop, drum’n’bass, trap and beyond.

UNDERGROUND 
SOLUTIONS

Progressive beats from the furthest reaches of the galaxy. The source of the freshest tunes from the deepest underground, 
breaking new styles and finding the latest innovators in the world of electronic music production.

UP LATE A diverse range of tunes to keep you kicking into the night. You’ll hear anything and everything that we play on the station. 

WOODSTOCK ROCK Psych, prog and protest – underground music from the mid 60s to the mid 70s. Taking in music from right across the globe, 
Woodstock Rock proves that the summer of love is far from over.
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